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ABSTRACT

Commensurability effects between the superconducting flux line lattice and a square lattice (period d=lpm

and diameter D=O.4pm) of subrnicron holes in 1500A”vanadium films were studied by atomic f-
. .

microscopy, DC magnetization, AC susceptibility, magnetoresistivity and I-V measurements. Peaks in the

magnetization and critical current at matching fields are found to depend nonlinearly

external AC field or current, as well as the inferred symmetry of the flux line lattice.

Keywords: superconductivity. thin films, pinning centers

upon the value of

The value of the critical current in superconducting materials is determined by the balance of

Lorenz forces and pinning forces acting on the flux lines. Lorenz forces which are proportional to the

current flow tend to drive the flux lines into motion, which d~ssipates energy and destroys zero resistance

(Fig. la). Pinning forces created by isolated &f=ts in the microstructure oppose flux line motion ad

increase the critical current. Many kinds of artificial pinning centers have been proposed and developed to

increase the critical current, ranging from the dispersal of small non-superconducting second phases to

creation of defects by proton, neutron or heavy ion irradiation. In all of these methods, the pinning centem

are randomly dkributed over the superconducting material, causing them to operate well below their

maximum efficiency. We overcome this drawback by creating pinning centers in a periudic luttice(see Fig

lb) so that each pin site interacts strongly with only one or a few flux lines.
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Fig. 1a. Schematic presentation of vortex lattice in
type-II superconductors in the absence of disorder

Fig. lb. AFM image of a square lattice of holes in
vanadium superconducting film

The introduction of periodic arrays of artificial pinning centers into superconducting samples has been

shown to give rise to new kinds of vortex behavior’q that is not observed in the presence of random

pinning, e.g., due to material disorder or irradiation darnage. Commensurability effects between the pin

array (Fig. lb) and the vortex lattice (Fig.1a) lead to greatly enhanced pinning and critical currents at a

“matching” vrdue of the magnetic induction, B l=pJ-ll, for which the intervortex dktance, av, equak the

period of the pin array, d. At this value of B, exactly one vortex resides on each pin site. Any additional

vortex generated by increasing the applied fieId will be accommodated either as a multiple flux quantum per

pin site or as an interstitial vortex residing in the superconducting material between the periodic pin sites.

For a square array, HI = @O/d2. The stability of various interstitial vortex arrangements, noise patterns ad

hysteresis in the IV-characteristics, finite transverse critical currents of the moving vortex system ad

characteristic narrow band noise spectra have been predicted in recent numerical studies6.

Different types of periodic pinning centers that have been studied are micro-holesL”2, thickness

modulations and magnetic dots3. Here we investigate the effect of lattices of micro-holes on the vortex

dynamic+ in vanadium films. The characteristic size of micro-holes should be of the same order as the

superconducting coherence length E(T) = U( 1-TfTC)’n(= 100 nm for vanadium at temperatures close to T.)

to provide effective FL pinning. This imposes limitations on the fabrication technique used to make such

pinning centers, and up to now, only electron beam lithography (EBL) has been employed to perform this

task 1-4.The main tiwback to EBL is that it is too slow and expensive to pattern large enough areas

necessary for useful sample fabrication. An attractive alternative method for patterning films developed in

the present study is based on laser interferometric lithography (IL) ‘-12.
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Fig.2. Schematic layout of interferometric
lithography

Fig.3. SEM image of square lattice of photoresist
posts on Si/SiOz substrate after developing

The main principle of IL is shown in Fig.2. A silicon wafer with a 100-nm thick, thermally

grown SiOz insulating layer is spin coated with a -0.8 pm thick novoktk-based I-line photoresist (Shipley-

510). The wafer is exposed to the interference pattern created by two coherentj equal-intensity plane waves

derived from a single kaiser source (X=364 nm from a TEMW Ar-ion laser). The plane waves are

symmetrically incident about the wafer normal with the sepmation angle of 29. A simple 90° Fresnel

mirror arrangement provides stability for these exposures without requiring an active control loop and also

ensures equal intensities. The period is selected by rotating the entire assembly. The resulting aerial image

is sinusoidal with a period of JJ%in8. Two exposures with the wafer rotated by 90° yield a square array of

photoresist dots. A triangular array could be formed by three exposures with 60° rotations. A post-exposure

bake (hotplate, 110°C for 60s) is used to strengthen the resist to avoid surface-tension induced collapse on

developing these high aspect ratio structuresio. Non-linearities in the exposure and development processes

transform the sinusoidal exposure profile into nearly vertical sidewalls for the final developd photoresist

profile (Fig.3). Before development, the samples are soaked in chlorobenzene for 60 sec to retard the

development of the pillar tops and create an undercut photoresist structure suitable for the subsequent lift-off

process. Using e-beam evaporation a vanadium film is deposited onto the array of photoresist pillars, in this

case a lpm x Ipm square array with 0.4jtm pillar diameter, Fig.3. After lift-off a vanadium film containing

the square array of holes is obtained (Hg. lb and Fig.4). This film is patterned into the final structure using

standard optical lithography and wet chemical or reactive ion etching (Fig.4). 2 x 2 mmz square samples for

magnetization measurements and bridges for transport measurements as shown in FIg.4 were prepared. Au
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wires were at(xhul usi n: silver epoxy and postbaking. The part of the same substrate without photoresist

pillars was used [o thbricxc J non-perforated reference film. DC-magnetization and AC-susceptibility of the

sample were determined using a commercial SQUID magnetometer. The transport characteristics wcm

measured on bridges such as shown in Fig.4 employing DC and AC currents.

Fig.4a. SEM image of IS(JOAwm~lum tilm witi
square lattice of holes (period d = lpm and diameter
D = 0.4prrt) patterned in the bridge for transport
measurements

Fig.4b. Central part of the vanadium bridge. Rows
of holes parallel to the bridge sides are clearly
visible

Flg.4c. Optical image of patterned vanadhtm film
with attached Au-contacts

Fig. 5a shows the temperature dependence of the resistivity and susceptibility x = %’ + i%” in the

static field of 1G for a 1500 ~ thick vanadium film containing a 1x1 pmz square lattice of holes with

dx-rwer D=O.4~m indicating a superconducting transition temperature Tc = 4.1 K. This value is lower

than T, =5.43K for vanadium single crystal ‘3and close to those reported for din vanadium films **16.The

resis[ivity p at T > T. is 28 p!ilm and close to the values reported in the literature ‘7. The maxima in ~“ at

T=-$.02 K shows that for T>4.02 K the .AC field with amplitude ~0.2G penetrates to the center of the

sample during each cycle. The introduction of the hole array causes a large increase of the magnetic response

as shown in a comparison of the susceptibility of an unperforated reference sample and a perforated sample

of similar size (Fig. 5b’) In addition. structure in the field dependence of the susceptibility develops which

will be discussed in det~il below.
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Fig.5a. Temperature dependencies of the Fig.5b. Field dependencies of susceptibility ~ ~ ,

susceptibility x =X’+ i~” plotted as ~~ where ~ = for vanadium film with and without square lattice

0.02 G is the amplitude of the at-drive, o) = 10Hz of holes at T = 4.05K, ~= 0.2G, 61= 10Hz

and temperature depen&nce of the resistivity p in a

static field H = lG for a vanadium film containing a

square lattice of holes

The two components of the complex AC susceptibility x =X’ + ix” reflect the screening current

in the sample (x’) and losses (x”), respectively. The dependencies of the susceptibility on the applied DC

field and on AC drive at 4.06 K are shown in Figs. 6a and 6b. .4 sequence of sharp minima in # at applied

fields Hn= n Hi is observed, where n~l, H, and H, and H1= 20.7 G is the matching field for a d = lgm

square lattice. These minima in ~’ are caused by pronounced maxima in the field &pendence of the critical

current density occurring at the matching fields. This behavior is typically obsemed in samples contaidng

pridlc arrays of pinning sites 2’3’18. For small AC-drive amplitudes hO (Fig.6a), the minima in X’

correspond to minima in %“,where n~l; 32 (the case of@ will be discussed below). This implies that a

maximum in the critical current corresponds to a minimum in the AC-losses, as may be expected.

However, with increasing drive (Fig.6b) the minima in ~“ at Hn = n H1 transform into maxima. This

behavior can be understood by realizing that the AC-losses are determined by the area of MH-hysteresis

loops that are traced out in each cycle of the AC-drive 19.
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Flg.6a. AC susceptibility x ~ for vanadium film

with square lattice of holes, AC field amplitude ho=

O.OIG, co= IOHZ, T = 4.06K. In-phase component

(~’h,) is shown as filled symbols, the out of phase

component (X’%J as open circles
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Fig.6b. Field depen&nce of the out-of-phase ,

component (X’%J for various at-drive
amplitudes at co= IOHZand T = 4.06K.

Flg.7 shows schematically the response of weak- and strong-pinning superconductors to a low (a), and to a

high drive (b), respectively. At low drives the strong-pinning material effectively scree,as the AC-field,

resulting in linear response and a very narrow hysteresis loop. In contrast, sizable flux penetration occurs in

the weak-pinning material, causing hysteretic losses and non-linear response. This situation is observed in

Fig.6a by increasing the applied fleld from, e.g., H. = 1 HI to H.= 1.5 H,. If the AC-drive is increased to

such a level that flux penetration also occurs in the strong-pinning material (l%g.6b), then a larger

hysteresis loop accompanied by higher AC-losses occurs, arises due to stronger pinning. This is indeed

observed, as shown in Fig. 6b. The onset of non-linearity and enhanced AC-losses in a fixed DC-field of

magnitude Hi is apparent for AC-amplitudes ~= 0.01 G, as shown in Flg.8, in agreement with the results

in Fig. 6. It can be expected that with increasing H = n HI this onset field decmses, due to the field

dependence of jC.This suggests that the absence of dips in ~“ for n-53 (see Fig. 6a) is caused by a cross-

over into the strongly non-linear regime at this applied field.
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(inset F~g. 6a). a) small at-drives ~: linear regime for strong pinning and open hysteresis loop (non-linear
response) for weaker pining. b) high at-drives ~ larger area of the hysteresis loop corresponds to stronger
pinning.

The magnitudes of the anomalies in x(H) at H. = n Hi exhibit only a weak logarithmic frequency

dependence observed over 5 decdes of frequency (see inset in Fig.9). TMs fkequency depen&nce is

characteristic for thermally activated creep. In an AC-experiment the elecrnc field inside the sample is

largely determined by the time varying appIied field. In this case the normalized flux creep rate can be

d(ln z’)
approximatedla as $ =

d(ln O) ‘
resulting in S = 0.026 for H = H,, and S = 0.028 for H = 1.5 H1. These

results agree well with those previously studied in [Pb/Ge]. multilayers2 and WGe films *6with square

lattices of holes.
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The prominence of the observed matching fields ~ = n Hi is temperature dependent. In Fig. 10, w

plot the AC susceptibility x(H) for different temperatures. The anomalies in x(H) at H=~ become less ad

Iess pronounced with decreasing temperature, and at T = 4.04 K we observe a well defined anomaly only at

H = H2, and much weaker anomalies at HI and H~. This result is supported by our DC magnetization

(Fig.1 la) and transport measurements (Fig.1 lb), where the resistivity p(H) and the j=data extracted from IV

curves show a similar behavior. The disappearance of the anomaly at H1 can be explained in the following

way.

0 20
40 H(G)60 80

100

Fig. 1la. Field dependencies of the susceptibility x
ho and DC-magnetization M for a vanadh.tm film
containing a square lattice of holes at different
temperatures, ~= 0.2G, co= 10Hz.
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Fig. 1lb. Field depmdencies of the DC-CritiCal

current jC(H) (filled symbols) and magnetoresistivity
P(H) for different currents at T = 4.04K.
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The maximum number of vortices n, which can be trapped in a hole as a multiquantum fluxoid is

determined by a simple relation between the hole diameter D and the temperature dependent coherence length

<(T): n,= D/45JT) 20.For our V film, <.= 100+ 440 ~ ‘J”’’””,TC= 4.1 K, and D = 0.4 ~m, yielding n, <

2 in the interval of temperature AT= T-TC= 0.1 K, over which all our measurements were performed. This

suggests that we take n~= 1, and assume that only one FL can occupy a hoie and that a second FL wiIl be

repelled into the interstices. Based on this, we can identify the anomaly in x at H = H, as corresponding to a

configuration for which each hole has exactly one single-@Ofluxoid. H = Hz corresponds to the situation in

which one vortex is in the hole and one vortex resides in the interstices (Fig. 12a); and for H = HJ, we have

2 interstitial vortices per unit cell of the hole lattice (Fig. 12b). However, the interstitial vortices are not

independent from those trapped in the holes. The effective magnetic penetration depth for thin film sample

2 21.For the temperature range explored here A(T) > 10~m whichof thickness t is given by A(T) = 2X(T) /t

is much larger than the separation between holes indicating a strong overlap of flux lines and their

collective behavior. A consequence of tiis collective behavior is that at low temperatures the interstitial

vortices are effectively “caged’*by repulsion from vortices sitting in the holeszz.

The temperature dependence of the “cage potential” was numerically calculated by Khalfin ad

Shapiro~. They predict that at lower temperatures, a pronounced minimum in free energy F(x) apprs at

the interstitial site23 causing strong interstitial pinning for H = H2. However, for H2 c H c H3 a second

vortex enters the interstitial region giving rise to two possible orientations of the interstitial vortex pair as

shown Fig. 12b. The activation energy for rotation between these two states is rather weak leading to an

unstable vortex arrangement and suppression of the critical current for Hz< H < H, (Fig. 10). For HJ < H <

H1 interstitial vortices form a slightly distorted triangular lattice around holes. Recently, these vortex

configurations have been directly imaged using e-beam holography2g.This configuration is relatively stable

and changes in IJH) and p(H) x H = HJare not as pronounced as for H = H2.

Fig. 12. Vortex configurations for: (a) HI> H 2 Hz; (b) HI> H > H,; (c) HJ> H 2 HX Only “interstitial”
vortices (open circles) are shown superimposed on the AFM image of the sample.
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In conclusion, we present a novel fabrication technique for the production of superconducting tMn

films containing a periodic array of pinning sites in the form of sub-micron holes. This techniqueis based

on laser interferometric lithography. It allows for the fast production of large area samples without&e need

of joining individually written blocks as is necessary in electron beam lithography. We apply thk technique

for the fabrication of vanadium thin films containing a sq~ lattice of holes with period of 1 Mm ~

diameter of 0.4 pm. Sharp anomalies in the at-susceptibility, magnetization and magneto-resistivity ate

observed at magnetic fields that correspond to the matching of the vortex lattice to the hole lattice. Wh.h

increasing acdrive a characteristic change of sharp minima in the field dependence of X“ (that is, the

dissipation) to pronounced maxima is found. This transformation is explained as the cross-over ffom linear

to non-linear vortex response. The magnitude of the anomalies in x at the matching fields reflects the

diffenmce in stability of various vortex configurations. The sharp dqxease in susceptibility and transport

critical current for lbH2 confirms that vortex configurations with two interstitial vortices are less stable

than configurations with one or three interstitial vortices.
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